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  ABSTRACT 
Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959) is one of the most influential Brazilian composers in the 

20th century. He was unique in the modern European music history with enormous works, 

rich genres and unique styles, creating a novel and unique auditory experience. While it is 

characterized by both traditional and modern music styles, Clown Doll (VII) of Piano Suite 

The Dolls No.1 tries to present listeners with the unique characteristics of Brazilian 

National Folk Music, perfectly integrating Brazilian national music with modern European 

music.  

In performance and practice of piano works, there is a lack of attentions to modern music 

works and inadequate knowledge about national music. Therefore, with the Clown Doll 

(VII) of the suite as the main research object, an academic discussion and study is made 

on teaching method. The attempt in studying this work enables comprehension of modern 

music creation and the characteristics of national music development in an all-round way 

from multiple angles and is of targeted practical value for teaching modern music works 

with national characteristics.  

This paper consists of three chapters, whose research content includes the creation of 

Clown Doll, characteristics of the work and teaching design. Chapter one mainly gives an 

introduction of the author and his style of music creation. Chapter two specifically analyzes 

the key points in performance of the piano work Clown Doll. Chapter three makes an 

extensive in-depth study and analysis of teaching method, so as to meet the standard and 

accuracy required for teaching of “modern music performance style”. 

Keywords: Villa-Lobos; The Dolls (I); Clown Doll; teaching analysis 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Art Villa-Lobos contributes enormously to music education in the 20th century by dedicating 

the entire life to music. His works outnumbered those of most European peer composers either 
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in terms of genres or quantity of works. Among his piano works and national music works with 

Brazilian cultural characteristics, The Dolls, which is the number one suite of The Baby’s 

Family, was the most popular. His works pushed the creation of Brazilian national music to the 

climax. What’s more, he was also the sole person who reached the new height by integrating 

the musical elements of all ethnic groups in Brazil. Therefore, his works enable comprehension 

of modern national music creation and the characteristics of national music development in 

Brazil and are of targeted practical value for teaching and performing modern music works with 

national characteristics.  

II. INTRODUCTION OF VILLA-LOBOS AND HIS MUSIC CREATION 
Villa-Lobos 

Heitor Villa-Lobos was a representative of new folk music school in the 20th century, being the 

most influential composer, music educator and national and folk music researcher in Brazil. 

Born in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in 1887, he lacked interests in books but was keen in music when 

he was young. He was energic and only when his father was playing the violoncello in the 

weekly family gathering would he sit quietly beside his father to feel and listen to the music. 

His considerate father discovered the music cells on Lobos and taught him violoncello, clarinet 

and guitar. Though busy, his father always had him travel to mountains and rivers of Brazil and 

learn the folk music in cities and rural areas. The knowledge was of great importance and value 

to Villa-Lobos’s music creation. In his music works, there are often a considerable part about 

the natural scene of Brazil and the sounds which reflect the Brazilian national folk music and 

local customs and practices.  

Music Creation of Villa-Lobos 

Villa-lobos dedicated the entire life to music. In music creation, he made breakthroughs in the 

way and style of traditional music creation. His works are full of natural enthusiastic and 

energetic elements of Brazilian nation.  

1. Depiction 

In creation of piano works, Villa-Lobos was keen in giving depictions. The three suites of The Baby’s 

Family depict subjects with different characteristics. The Dolls (I) depicts dolls with different forms and 

characters; suite II depicts various animals; suite III depicts all kinds of sports.  

2. Rhythm 

Almost all Villa-Lobos’s piano works are closely related to Brazilian folk dances. There are 

frequent fixed bass and rhythm, as well as a large quantity of complex polyrhythm and 
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compound meters. In Clown Doll (VII) of The Dolls (I), different chords are played with left 

and right hands respectively to strengthen the sense of power and atmosphere; a large quantity 

of tercet, sextuplet and quintuplet is adopted represent the sound when Brazilian indigenous 

people hit iron and copper pieces with wooden spades in singing and dancing.  

3. Harmony 

In piano works, Lobos used a great deal of harmony with double tonality and integrated the 

Brazilian local musical vocabulary. He had a clear understanding in adoption of polyphony and 

fused complex multi-voice with Brazilian local folk music, creating quite complex tonality and 

structure of harmony in works. Clown Doll (VII) of The Dolls (I) was created with paralleled 

black and white keys. With multi-level paralleled horizontal musical lines, the two tonalities 

jointly create a unique, primeval and thick dramatic sound effect.  

III. PERFORMANCE SKILLS OF THE PIANO SUITE JOKER 
Basic Method of Staccato 

Clown Doll (VII) of The Dolls (I) is a short piano work and all musical notes are detached with 

“·”. According to the specific paragraphs and the tempo, there are two basic play methods.  

1.  Wrist staccato 

Clown Doll is full of chord leaps and staccatos, with bright music style. The 1-6 bars in the beginning part 

contain luster and elastic leaps, reflecting the enthusiastic music style of Brazilian nation; Starting from 

the 30th bar, there is a fast alternation of chord and pitch interval with left and right hands, requiring wrist-

centered small but fast movement in playing the staccato. When applying the wrist-centered staccato 

techniques, the arms should be relaxed, while fingers should be tensed with arc to some extent. Then, the 

player should, with wrist as the center, fast hit the keyboard downward with fingertips and take back 

fingers with the elastic force of keyboard.  
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2. Finger staccato 

In playing Clown Doll, with fast alternative performance between left and right hands at about 7-11 

bars, the timbre gives an extremely strong granular sensation. In this part, there are high requirements 

on players’ finger resilience, independence, agility and sound effect. During practice, a player may 

adopt finger staccato with finger joint as the shaft center: With the joint of the third finger as the shaft 

center, the player should fast raise fingers, make minor quick movement to hit the keyboard with 

fingertips and fast take back fingers to the start place with the elastic force of keyboard.  

 

Means of Touching the Keys and Changes of Timbre 

Although the sound pattern of Clown Doll is unitary, there are variations of timbre in different 

paragraphs. By selecting and applying different means of touching the keys, a player may create 

changes sound effect of a unitary work or sound pattern.  

1. Vertical touch of keys 

In practicing Clown Doll, there are fast pitch intervals and chord staccatos for both left and right 

hands. During the fast continuous performance, a player should maintain concentrated and crispy 

timbre by touching the keys with fingers vertically. Here, this refers to performance with 

fingertips. Namely, a player touches the keyboard with fingertips at an angle that is nearly 90° to 

the keyboard. The greater the angle, the smaller the contact area. This means of touching of keys 

will produce concentrated and elastic timbre with strong penetrating power.  

2. Fast touching of keys 

The touching speed will determine the changes of timbre. Both bright, joyful and clear timbre and 

strong, sharp, depressive timbre may be produced with fast touching of keys, so as to reflect the joyful 

and mysterious image of clown. Fast finger touching is also a basic method to be mastered in piano 

performance and practice. This is a manner where a player touches keys at a fast speed to create clear 

and neat timbre with strong granular sensation. While playing 7-11 bars of Clown Doll, a player has 

to fast play quintuplet staccato with fast alternation of left and right hands. Instead of raising fingers 

high, the player should apply force with the joint of third finger and the finger joint will drive the finger 

to complete fast hit of keys.  
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Music score 

 

3. Singing-mode touching of keys 

Singing-mode touching of keys is mainly a skill in transfer of power among the sounds. In Clown 

Doll, most bars require singing-mode touching of keys. In playing chord with right hand, the five-

finger melody and breath between sentences should be specifically stressed. At 30-44 sections, there 

should be in-depth touch of keys with right fingers and the high pitch part should be stressed. 

Comparatively, the pitch intervals of left hands are relatively weaker and shallow, so as to make the 

melody clearer (see the music score).  

Music score 

 

Pedals 

In Villa-Lobos’s Clown Doll, there are many applications of right pedals. The great quantity of 

right pedals brings obvious changes to acoustic luster and power. In actual performance, however, 

many college students cannot give play to pedals correctly, resulting in chaotic timbre and lack of 

hierarchy. In order to achieve better performance and sound effect, the author marked the music 

core with clear signs to indicate when to press or release the pedals. Since Clown Doll is a modern 

impromptu piano work, the pedal signs on the music score are also impromptu. If the satisfactory 
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sound effect cannot be achieved with loyalty to original pedal signs, teachers and students may 

also make appropriate addition or deletion based on the actual situations of performance.  

IV. TEACHING DESIGN AND PRACTICE OF PIANO SUITE JOKER 
In teaching and practice of piano suite Clown Doll, teachers should breakthrough the restraints of 

traditional teaching mode and attach the importance to combining theories with practice. They 

should prepare teaching content in a scientific manner, carry out effective practical teaching and 

improve teaching quality and achievements through the design, forms and means of teaching.  

Teaching Design of Piano Suite JOKER 

I. Study of the Work 

During piano teaching, it’s an important basic capacity to study the works. Teachers should aid 

students in enrichment and mastering of basic theoretical knowledge about the works, such as the 

historical background of works, musical structure and sentiments, etc. At the same time, students 

should improve their musical and cultural literacy, laying a foundation for demonstrating 

performance skills and sentimental expressions.  

II. Work Guidance  

The capacity of a piano teacher is reflected in whether he/she is able to carry out independent 

study and treatment of piano works and provide guidance to students. In teaching, a teacher should 

guide students to be loyal to the original performance style of works, correct their technical 

mistakes during performance and improve their performance skills.  

III. Musical Treatment 

The capacity in treatment of piano works requires long-term learning, practice, performance and 

thinking. Teachers should change the traditional mode of classroom teaching, teach students how 

to listen to and distinguish sounds, improve students’ capacity in music appreciation and aesthetic 

manipulation, cultivate students’ confidence in performance and the capacity to give play to 

individuality and coordination of multiple sensations in performance. In this way, students will 

lay a solid foundation for independent treatment of piano works in learning or teaching of pianos.  

Teaching Method and Practice 

I. Teaching Method and Flows 

(I) Be loyal to original performance style and enhance sense of substitution 

The practice of a piano work requires integration of individual styles based on loyalty to original 

performance style. During teaching, teachers should guide students on correct order of practice 
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to avoid favoring nonessentials over the essentials. Only there is loyalty to original performance 

style and enhancement of sense of substitution will the sentiment of work be adequately reflected 

in performance.  

(II) Correct technical mistakes and improve performance skills In cultivating the capacity of 

teaching and performance of piano, the priority among priorities is to master flexible and standard 

piano performance skills. Teachers should guide students on correct performance methods, correct 

or solve their technical mistakes and difficulties in performance and improve their performance 

skills through guidance and trainings.  

(III) Expressive teaching 

Treatment of piano works and improvement of performance capacity. Students’ capacity in 

independent treatment of works is never built in a day. It requires long-term learning, 

performance, practice, thinking and perception. In learning Villa-Lobos’s Clown Doll, teachers 

should consciously cultivate students’ capacity in treatment of the work and teach them how to 

conduct independent study and judgment on a work.  

1. Guide students to listen to and distinguish timbre and improve their music appreciation and 

aesthetic judgment 

Teachers should guide students to feel the sentiments in different paragraphs and improve their music 

appreciation and aesthetic judgment. Teachers may direct students to search different versions 

of performance videos and audios of Clown Doll from the Internet and remind them not to 

merely listen to the performance. Instead, students should compare the different individuality 

and characteristics of different performers in understanding and creation of music, analyze and 

perceive their unique musical treatment and distinguish their understanding of musical 

hierarchy and harmony in treatment of the same work.  

2. Cultivate confidence in performance and give play to performance individuality 

In giving a performance, students’ lack of confidence and anxiety are caused by inadequate 

practice and preparation. For instance, technical problems of work, adequate practice and 

unfamiliarity with music scores, etc. often result in performers’ lack of confidence and 

performance individuality cannot be given a full play. However, all these will be conquered 

through adequate training and preparation. As long as students make adequately mental and 

actual preparation before performance, satisfactory expectations will be achieved, helping 

them establish confidence in performance.  

To sum up, in teaching of Clown Doll, teachers should have a clear logic and smooth mind and 
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identify classroom objectives and key and difficult teaching content. Furthermore, based on the 

actual situations of classrooms, teachers should carry out teaching design in an effective, 

scientific and systematic manner in accordance with the law of students’ mental development. In 

addition to focusing on cultivation of students’ music performance capacity, teachers should 

improve students’ own music practice and comprehensive practice capacity, teach them how to 

play and play well piano works and improve their comprehensive musical literacy and culture.  

V. CONCLUSION 
The piano suite Clown Doll has been studied and analyzed in an all-round way from multiple angles 

in the aspects of performance skills and teaching, offering certain academic value for teaching and 

performance of modern music works with notational characteristics. In addition to optimization of 

teaching content, the study also expands the cultural horizon. This enables comprehension of 

modern music creation and the characteristics of national music development in an all-round way 

from multiple angles and is of targeted practical value for teaching and performance of modern 

music works with national characteristics.  

***** 
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